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.Dr~ Pearce Discusse·S,

,

SIGHTS Of. NEW MEXICO ·..by ·.'J. ..1··•:R.•eJ.d... PsychiatricPoetry ;:
..

· Richard · ''Rat" Thomp!;on. tr
stud~nt from Lovington a:n'd a ··· The summer school trip· rec<nn·
whee~ iq tbe l3oots and S4~dle!!. · mended for this week is to the
Club, latched onto the top ·an- scenic Sandia: Rim; The' road to
aJ:ound cowboy trophy last week- the Rim is winding but safe
end at the Royal Gorge Roundup, enough for anyone who is a good
Canon City, Colo,
. · . . , ·driver. The car should be in good
.
· Thompson won in • the calf~ · working order.
The Rim is about 30 miles from
);oping event with a time of 13,1
~econds,
and in b1.llldogging, . Albuquerque. Here is how you get;
pinned his steer's shoulders to the there: Go out· east on Central
about 15 'miles,. take the paved
~round in eight seconds.
road. to the left, go another five
· miles or so and again take the
left fork of the road. Keep the
••• main-traveled gravel road. Watch
for the marker indicating the left
turn off the loop road to the. Rim,
From this point to the Rim is
about six miles,
As you climb the east side of
the mighty Sandia mountains,
each mile will bring cooler air and
denser foliag.e. Watch for deer
and turkey by the side of the

.Anthropologist

'·

~

.

road; bucks will now be. j~ the
velvet.
.
.
You should take yo-ur lunch ·to
the Rim. Go easy. Don't hurry, especially a(ter you get to the Rim,
The altitude · is over 10,500 feet
and over-exertion may give ·you
a" headache. But explore· the lip
of the Rim: Note ·the fa,r views.
Inspect· the sedimentary :rock for ·
mat•ine fossils. Count the varieties
of alpine flora.. . · . · . .
When returning, ta}!:e the left
:road when you get back to the
loop drive. This will bring you out
through Ellis Creek Canyon, past
the little village of Placitas, to
the highway from Santa Fe at
Ber11alillo.
If you have time, go on west
across the Rio Grande and visit
the Coronado State Monument. It
will make a pleasant ending to a
memorable day.

Air ROTC to leave Ohio Doctor Coming
For Summer Camp For Job Interviews

Miss Marriott
'First lecturer in the "Lectures
Under the Stars" series is Alice
Marriott, author, ethnologist, and
anthropologist. Miss Marriott is
author of six books, one of which
"Maria: The Potter of San Ilde:fonso,'' is about Maria Martinez
and the beautiful pottery she is
:famous for. Miss Marriott will
speak on "Buffalo Myths and
Ceremonials Among the Kiowa"
Monday at 8 p.m. in front of the
.Administration Building. There is
no charge and everyone is invited.

Scott Air Force Base, near East
St. Louis, Ill., will be host to 26
Air R.O.T.C. students this summer. The group will be on the
regular sum m e r encampment
from June 25 to Aug. 5.
During the six week-summer
camp, the students will receive
training in communications. In addition to classroom work, the men
will enjoy daily athletics and so·
cial functions, Maj. Harold Moore
said. They will be given an opportunity to take orientation flights
in military aircraft.

Coaches to Hold Panel
Coach Woody Clements has announced that any basketball
coaches enrolled in summer school
who wish to hold weekly discussions on the sport should meet in
room 10 of the gymnasium Tues·
day from '1 :30 to 9 p. m.

Fiddledidee •••

Odysseus Was aZither Enthusiast
By Jack Gill'
While checking on the statement: "Cherry pie is the second
most popular fruit pie in the
United States being surpassed
only by apple;/ before releasing it
:for use as a filler, I· stumbled on
a heavy volume of The Origin of
Words:
When I picked it up off. the library floor I was attracted by its
pompous appearance and opened
it at random to the word "fiddledidee " meaning utter nonsense.
Back in the Middle Ages, the .
reference said in the castle of a
l'reat lord of England, there lived
a Greek fiddler named Demus. It
mentions that he was probably a
captured slave, but it doesn't explain how he happened to take up
playing the fiddle.
Demus was not a good fiddler,
but he was the only one available.
His predecessor who left unexpectedly, was ~ fellow named
Odysseus, a .zither enthusiast. De..
mus's ambitiOn was to be a watch
repairman, but, since y;atches
were few and far between m those
day11, he was stymied.
AI! the reference says, Demus
wall playing at a banquet commemorating the opening of the
deer season, while the>guests were
all eating buck meat and mashed
potatoes. Sir Chuck, .the lord of
the castle grew irritated at the
scratching fiddle and said to the
duke "Go tell him to stop and
pass 'the buck."
.
. . ·
The duke looked at the fiddler,
then at the buck which was down
the table in front of a. minor

'knight. He shouted at the knight
to pass the buck and go stop. t~e
fiddler. Here may be the ot:gm
of another phrase.) The kmght
sent his squire to put Demus outside.
.
While Demus was wande~mg
around . out on the drawbndge
thinking about repairing watch~s,
one of the castle loafers ran htm
through with an old bent meat
spit.
.
It was rumored that a dtsgruntied knight had assaulted poor
Demus a1ter he found his ea~ dead
and disemboweled. The muttlated
pet plus the improved tone of
Demus's instrument may have
justified the knight's suspicions of
a musical motive..
. .
AnYV(ay, the day after ~he banquet Sir Chuck was feelmg low
and he sent for the fiddler. He
couldn't be found anywl}er~ in the
castle; so S1r Chuck, thmkmg De·
mus may be hiding, called all the
!rnights together and asked them
tf they knew where he was. The
knights .Lsilently lo'?ked at each
other and shook thetr heads.
Sir Chuck's litt]e boy appar!!ntIy had been outstde the prev10us
night and had seen the fiddler's
fate. Hardly old enough to talk,
he came, to the f!'on~, o~ the ~roup,
and ~xcttedly satd, F1ddlewdee:
"Ftddler Demus . dead! . ,Str
Chuck translated wtth surpnse.
"That's utter nonsense, boy."
"Fiddledidee,"· repeated the boy.
"That's utter nonsense," said all
the knights looking at each other.
1'He must
be fiddling around
someplace.

.,HELLO SUMMER STUDeNTS..
Spend Your Spare Time in Cool Com,orl al
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... JjThe ~~et as Ar-tist"-J~ th~ .title
of. an lubcle by D):'. T. _!V!, Pe.arce,
English dep'artment .head,· in ·the
summer·edition of Southwest Re•
view, a publication of · Sl\:IU,
Pallas.·
·
.. ·. . . , ,
· Writing in the ''Points. o:tV~ew"
section, !)!:', Pearce laments the
practice of modern poets to pa1·~
ade before ·.a reader their . own
whims· or: whimsies,. a.ches. ~n!J
pains,.·and momentary di:?conteqt;,
They a!."e t;J;ying, he· ~!!Y~. to give
their person111· neuroses· ~?Ocial. Significance, Psychi11tric; cases are a~
yet a :;;m1111 per· cent of the total
reading public, he avers.
:
Ordinarily, adds Dr. Pearce in
his. critique, the reade!:' tells )limself, ''This is someone else; he's
a queer fellow or an interesting
duck, or a clever artificer." Rarely
does the reader say, "This is me,
myself. I've felt this; I've known
this."
The lead article in the Review,
by Vernon Young, deals with the
works of Mary Austin, one of New
Mexico's best-loved writers, Dr.
Pearce wrote an essay on Miss
Austin for an earlier issue of the
Reviaw.
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ON CENTRAL ACROSS FROM 1.'11E MEN'S DORM
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Plans_J~M -~~~ketball;;i:t
All men interested_lin playing
intramural ·basketball thi<~ summer· should see '·Coach' Woody
Clements in· ro.om '4 '()f. th!j·.gym~
nasium: any time '4lirl~g the day.
Those who. already• ha,ve formed
a. team; .Qr wish to do ·so'·~ndepend
ent)y, · shOuld~ send: a :representa•
tive: to sign for the unit; . . · · · . •

Vol. LII

Confused, Drunk Driver Falls
On Ground and ·Forgets Name

Late to bed· and early:to rJse.
Makes a man snggy
Draggy and baggy
U~der the eyes.

' A robbery, two drunken drivers,
and traffic and parking violations
composed the week's 'campus
crime.
Martin Roeder of the new men's
dot·mitory was 1·obbad of a portable typewriter, camera, and a pen
and pencil set. The items were re.
moved from his room in the dormitory. Police are working on the
case and expect to catch the thief
soon.
A Hokona hall resident forfeited a $25 bond at polica court for
·failure to appear for trial, She
was charged with reckless driving
and intoxication. According to the
complainant she ran into his car
when she failed to stop at the intersection of New York Ave. and
Mountain Rd.
She was chased by her victim to
Hokona where she was apprehended by police. Sha denied knowledge
of a collision and said she came
home to get something to eat.
At 2:45a.m. Sunday a eonfusad
and drunken driver was going
not'th on. Yale Ave. and failed to
stop at the stop sign at Roma Ave.
Patrolman F. F. Gray turned on
his siren and gave chase with his
motorcycle.
Ignoring the siren the driver
ran the stop sign at Yale Ave. and
Campus Blvd., nearly hitting another car.
"He drove back of the Maintenance Shop," Gray said in his report, "and I found him back between the shop and the building
north of it. He nearly hit the
building when he turned and came
down the hill, almost turning over

Brad Prince of the Placement
Half a loaf is bettar than no vaBureau announced that Pr. Paul cation
at all.
E. Williams of. Toledo will be on
the campus Monday, June 26 between 8:30 a.m. and 12 noon to
interview students for employment in several large corporations
throughout the country.
The Orthopharmaceutical Corporation of Denver needs a field
representative to call on physicians, hospitals, and wholesale
drug firms. Preferred requireWE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSIN:ESS
ments are: 1. between ages of 2430. 2. between 5'7'' and 6'1". 3.
married, with one child. 4. college
YOU'LL FIND
,graduate with one year medical
school or pre-med major, pharma• We have your every drug need
<'S graduate, or liberal arts graduate with biology or chemistry major. 5. experience in one or more
• We carry a complete stock of sick
of these fields-.:-pharmacy, pharmaceutical lab, drug sales or reroom supplies
tailing. 6. favorable personality,
adequate poise and good command
• We are headquarters on the hill for~
of English.
Any requirements mentioned,
famous cosmetics
except the last, may be waived if
'
\
other !actors are favorable.
• We give you I day service on photo
Requirements for a job opening
with the General Fireproofing
finishing
company in the Los Angeles area
are: commerce background, single
with sales ability.
• We always have a registered drugTimken· Roller Bearing has an
gist on duty
opening for a civil engineer ex- ·
perienced in mining or construction for Rock Bit sales in South
• We earnestly desire to fit into the
America. He must be single and a
University program
knowledge of Spanish would be
helpful.
For other information about Dr.
Williams' interview, contact Brad
Prince of the Placement Bureau
before June 26.

STUDENTS

Headquarters for All Your
..Jewelry Needs
ALSO
Speeiat Designing, Manufacturing and Engraving-Expert
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
CENTRAL AT SECOND
Dial '1334 or 6150

Q

Dr. locke Is Visiting
Here from Virginia
Dr. Louis Glenn Locke of Mary
Baldwin College, Stanton, Va.,,is
a visiting professor of English for
the summer session. He and Dr.
George Arms of the English department are co-authors of three
English text books, two of which
are being used in English courses
here.
Their books are: "Toward Liberal Education" and "Introduction to Literature," published
separately in 1948-then combined
into one volume, . "Readings for
Liberal Education.''
·
Doctors Arms and J.ocke are
also co-editors of "The Explicator," a literary criticism magazine published for English teachers. The two men met as colleagues in the same department
at the University of Vh·ginia and
founded the magazine in 1942.
They do their editorial collaboration by mail.
Dr Locke is working with two
othe; English professors on a
fourth book which will be an an.
thology of Western literature to
be used as a text also.
He received his Ph.D. from Harvard in 1938. He is teaching two
literature courses in the summer
session.
• • ,
.
~ native of V1rgmm, he has
traveled in the British . Islands,
Europe and CanadaJ. and taught
for a year at the university of
New Brunswick, in Canada.

SASSER

/OflfiS

DRUG STORES
"We Serve the Heights"
2120 E. CENTRAL
PH. 4446'

3901 E. CENTRAL
. PH. 8828

COLLEGE INN BOOK STORE
can supply you with

New and Used Books
Social Station·ery
Engineering Equipment
School Stationery
Art Supplies
Pennants and Animals
School Supplies
Greeting Cards
Fountain Pens
ACROSS FROM TilE ART BUILDING

1908 :E. Ce~tral
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A VARIETY OF ASSORTED LUNCHES
ICE CREAM SPECIALS
BREAKFAST ALL DAY
PICNIC LUNCHES

16, 1959
;Fi'lur

· · . ·, . ·· :) •Pa!fe

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Fisher

I
.i

when he came out.
"He stopped about five feet·
from the building, got out of the
car and fell to the ground. He was
so drunk he could not get up or
give me his name."
He was fined $100 and given a
30-day suspended sentence at police court.
Sgt. Noel Looney's records
showed nine citations for overnight parking, two for angle parking, and thrae for other traffic
violations.

1000 Hear Marriott
Relate Bison Myths
About 1,000 persons attended
the first "Lecture Under the
Stars" Monday night. Alice Marriott, ethnologist and anthropologist, related buffalo myths among
the Kiowa.
Miss Marriott told how earlyday railroaders hired buffalo hunters to slaughter the great herds
after their meanderings interferred with rail construction.
Charles Goodnight, a Texas cattleman, was able to save a goodsized herd in Palo Duro Canyon,
south of Amarillo.
The Kiowa came to Western
Oklahoma from the Northwest,
Miss Marriott said. They, as well
as other Plains tribes, depended
on the buffalo herds for food and
clothing.
Next week's lecturer will be
Enrique Noble, a visiting' professor at the University this summer. He will discuss Afro-Cuban
poetry.

Next Film Will Be
'Russian Ballerina'
.As the second feature presentation of its summer series, "Films
Under The Stars," the Film Society of the University is showing
the Russian movie, "Russian Ballerina." It is the story of the rise
to :fame of a young ballat student
when she performs her innovations on the traditional Petipa
version of "Sleeping Beauty."
The film has English sub-titlas,
uses modern recording techniques
which preserve the quality of the
music of Tchaikowsky and Pushkov, and has. little or no propaganda content.
Showings are in the patio of the
IAA building at 8 and 10 p. m.,
with music and a special short subject preceding the feature. Further information concerning the
summer saries may be obtained by
calling 8861, ext. 376.

The Pause That
r

Cecilia Altuna Wins
$200 Scholarship
Given by Zonta Club
Cecilia Altuna of Lordsburg has
been announced as winner of the
Zonta scholarship award of $200.
The new award is to be presented
annually by the faculty of thEl, College of Business Administration.
Dean Vernon G. Sorrell and the
Business Administration faculty
recommended Miss Altuna. The
award is based on scholarship and
goes to a woman Business Administration junior or senior who lives
in New Mexico and praferably
Albuquarque. '
Miss Altuna has been on the
College of Business Administration Roll of Distinction since entering college. She is a member of
Phi Gamma Nu, has completed 62
hours and has a .2.64 grade point
average.
The Zonta club of Albuquerque,
an organization of executive
woman, has set up the schqlarship.

J-Building Walls
Contain Hot News
About Big Events
By David Miller
H!lve you seen the latest news?
Did you know that the prasident
was shot at the theater last evening, or that Germany quit and
Kaiser Wilhelm abdicated? Have
you read about King Edward's
abdicating to marry Mrs. Simpson? You havan't?
You're b e h i n d the times.
Havan't you read about the surrender of Japan or Dewey's dafeating Truman? What's the matter, don't you read the papers?
The New York Herald for Apr.
15, 1865, carries the full story of
President Lincoln's assassination,
and the Roswell Daily Record,
Nov. 11, 1918, tells about the end
of World War I. The Baltimore
Evening Sun, Dec. 10, 1936, tells
all about a king leaving his throne
for a twice-divorced woman.
If you haven't read the Chicago
Tribune's scoop ( ?) on Truman's
defeat by Dewey ( ?), then it's a
cinch that you haven't been in
Room 212 of the Journalism Building. That's where these historically important editions ara posted
for students to examine.

Needs Operatic Singers
Any persons interested in singing in the chorus of the Magic
Flute opera production, please see
Robert Korst (Studio 4 in Building C-2). You need not be registered for Music 129s (Opera
Workshop) in order to sing in the
chorus.

• • •

Men's New Dorm Gives
Third Weekly Dance
The social committee of the
men's new dormitol·y announced
that the third in their series of
weekly julca-box dances will be
held Wednesday from.7 to 9 P:m•
in the Sky Room of the new budding. All Unh:er~ity personnel !1-nd
students ate m~nted. Women V,:I~h
out escorts and those not fam!ltal'
with the building should inquire at
the desk in the main lobby.
Housemother Maud Davis expressed. diS(lPP~intment bec!lu~e
Here's proof that Albuquerque's brisk, nippy ail• makes everybody
more dormttory women d1dn t .
coma to the previou~ dnnce~, af1d energatic. A transp~ant~d son of Io'Ya, Archibald. ,J. Horp.blower, 729
hopes that mote Wtll come th1s Undergrowth Aye., 1s ptctured, at g'r1ps with; a fast-growmg lawn. Of
course the corn ts much health1er than anythmg Iowa could produce.
Wednesday.

.Golfers Arriving
For Tournament
College golfers of the United
States began rolling into Albuquerque and the University this
,.
week for the fifty-third playing of
the National Intercollegiate Golf
Championships.
First arrival for the tournament getting underway Sunday
and continuing through Saturday
During a recent psychology ·On the University course was the
class the professor peered at his strong Utah University team,
class and said, "Everyone in this · champions of the Skyline Conferroom is abnormal in one way or ence,· of which UNM is now a
another."
memb~r.
The class chuckled, then exDefending team c h a p i o n
amined aach other critically and North Texas State and Wake For-•.
gave their attention back to the est College, Southern Conference
professor.
kings, are due to arrive today by
"For instance," he continued, air. Oklahoma University and
"in taking notes-some of you University of North Carolina
cram as many words a's you can teams will arrive Friday night or
into a tiny space. You are meticu- Saturday morning.
lous and stingy. Some of you
The NCAA official has listed 2'1
scrawl all over the page. You have full teams and a total of 171 ininferiority complexes and are try- dividual entries from 45 schools
ing to hide them."
for the NCAA links competition.
Teams of four or more men
The members of the class simultaneously looked at their notes which will battle for the Maxwell
and slipped books, pieces of paper, Cup include Austin College, Canior elbows over them as the pro~ sius College, Carleton, Colorado
College, Denver, Illinois, Kansas,
fessor continued.
Kenyon
Collage, New Maxico,
"And some people," he said as
North
Carolina,
North Texas
he glared at a man in the front
row, "don't take any notes at all. State, Ohio State, Oklahoma, Ok. You are super egotistical and lahoma A. & M., Oregon, Oregon
State, Purdue, Rice, San Diego
cynical, right?"
State, San Jose State, Santa Clara,
The sttJdent looked up b()red Stanford, Texas, U.S. Naval Acawith an eight o'clock frown and demy,. Utah, Valparaiso, and
replied, "Nah1 I just forgot to Wake Forest.
bring some paper today."
In addition; one or more contenders for the individual crown
will be on hand from Carthage
College, Colgate, Cornell, Dartmouth, Duke, Georgia, Holy Cross,
Houston, Dlinois State Normal1
Indiana, Kentucky, Loyola of Chicago, Michigan State Normal,
•
Nebraska, Nevada, Notre Dame,
Robert Colgan, '51 Mirage edi- Penn State, UCLA, and USC.
The University course, which
. tor, has announced distribution
hours when students may pick up will play at 35-37-72 par and
their copies of the 1950 yearbook. 6813 yards for the NCAA, has
The Mirage office will ba open been given a general overhaul this'
from 10 a.m. to noon on Monday, past week and has been closed to
Wednesday, and Friday; and from public play. It will be open for
1 to 2 p.m. on Tuesday and Thurs- 'spectators Friday and Saturady
day. Students should bring their during practice rounds of the
activity tickets for both semesters visiting golfers.
Tickets for i;he weak-long event
of last year to be stamped. The
office is in Room 203, Journalism will be on sale at both the clubhouse and the back-nine entrances
.
Building.
H the Mirage office is not open, at $3 for the tournament and 50
the editor said . that yearbooks cents daily, for students, $1 for
could be obtained from 8 a. m. to adults.
noon and 1 to 4:30 p.m. in Room
Traditional East-West matches
between teams from opposite
216, same building.
Colgan also announced that sides of the Mississippi will open
positions are open on the Mirage the tournament officiallyat 1 p. m.
staff for 1951, and students who Sunday. The annual driving cham•
are interested can see him at the pionship will follow at 5 p.m. A
hours listed above. Positions open barbecue givan by the university
are society editor, organization for players and coaches and the
editor, sports editor, typist, and annual NCAA coaches meeting' in
a few others that may/ become the new men's dorm will cap the
nacessary as work ptograsses on first day's schedule.
Eighteen hole qualifying rounds
naxt year's annual.
and the team championship will
be played Monday and Tuasday.
Baginning Wednesday the 64
Library Hours Changed players
with low qualifying scores
will go into match play for the
For Summer Session
individual championship. SecondNew hou1·s have been announced and third-round matches will be
for the library during the SUD?-~er played Thursday1 quarter nnd
session. Monday through Fnaay, semi-final rounds Friday and the
houts are from 8 a. m. to 6 P• m., 36·hole champ finals Saturday.
On their season's records some
and :from 7 to 10 p. m. Saturday
hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., of the favorites for the team title
and Sunday the doors will be open are North Texas, Wake Forest,
· Purdue, Texas, Utah, Stanford,
from1:30 to 5:30p.m.
The College of Law Library, lo- Oregon State and Coach John
cated on the second floor of the Dear's New Mexico team, which
stadium, is open from 8 a.m. to will make. a strong . bid on the
noon and from 1 to 3 p. m. Monday familial' fah'Ways of the home'
layout
.
throUgh Friday.
Leading. candidates . to stymie
the bid of Harvie Ward for a secstraight intercollegiate title
N. M. Directory Coming ond
include Arnold Palmar of Wake
The '750-page. Businass :qirec- Forest; Fred Wampler, Purdue;
tory for 1950, due to be publtshe,d Billy Maxwell, North Texas; Bill
soon by the UNM Bureau of Bust- Johnston, Utah; Bob McCall, Colness Research, is . crammed with gate; Dick McElyea, Stanford;
facts vital to state Welfare and Dick Yost, Oregon State; Bo Win~
pl'og'ress. Ona of the three sections inger, Oklahoma A. & M.; Morris
is devoted to background material Williams, Texas; Buddy Weaver,
on mora than 1,000 towns, villages1 Rice; Gene Littler, . San Diego
communities, settlements, ana State; and the Lobos' Pete Gi·iggs,
trading posts ih New Mexico.
Border Conference champ.

Note-T ak.er Gets
Glare from Prof
For Abnormality

ru

Mirage Editor Sets
Distribution Hours

' '
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The fifth Column
..__by The Third Man _ __.

Editorial and business offices in the Journalism Building, Room 205,
Tel. 2-5523
l'ublishe<l every Friday from June 9 through July 28, 1950, Summer Session by the
Associated Students o! the University of New Mexico. Entered as. SeCQnd class matter
at the post oflic~>, Albuquerque, Aug. l, 1913, under the act of Mar. 3, 1879, Printed
by the Up.iversity PriJJ.tiug PlaJJ.t.
.
~
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CHEATERS
Cheating in school has become a product of academic
pressure. Under our present system, the grade means everything. It means a potential job. It means graduate school. It
means a money-saving scholarship. It means eligibility for
athltltics, fraternities and sororities.
The student can't get along with just a passing grade.
Cheating is a protest against a system which fails to arouse
interest and initiative in the student. It was brought about by
outdated testing and grading methods.
The real test of a college education lies in its all-around
value to the individual, not merely in a paper grade. The
student who can memorize best, and retain what he has
memoried until after the examination, gets a good grade.
But what has he actually learned?
Practical application and experience, along with classroom instruction, would be a better way to "teach" the
student something.

GRASSHOPPERS
ARE LOUD STRIDULATORS
Recent appropriations for grasshopper control raise a
question. Vlhat 'is it about the small creatures that makes
them dangerous?
Grasshoppers are not much more than an inch long; they
are strong leapers with enlarged hind femurs. "The males are
often loud stridulators, while the females .are mostly silent."
They stridulate by scraping the hind femur against the
closed tegmen.
Their wings are capable of carrying them hundreds of
miles. Green foliage is their food and they have been known
to eat so heartily that local famines resulted.
"The female grasshopper is a prominent ovipositor;" it
lays 30 to 100 eggs each year. The eggs lie in the soil in the
fall and winter and hatch in the spring.
Deep plowing and burning of the breeding grounds are
considered effective ways of destroying the eggs. Grass·- ·~hoppers themselves may be captured by ~eans of "hopperdozers" or kerosene pans.
The Encyclopedia Americana gives the accepted formula
for grasshopper poison. It includes one. part Paris green
mixed in 60 parts fresh horse-dung and two pounds of salt
dissolved in a half barrel of water. The mbcture is broadcast
along the edges of crops, where the grasshoppers eat and
enjoy the concoction but die a few· days later.

Copyright 1950 by ESQUIRE, Inc.

Reprinted from July.1950 111uo of ESQUIRE

Wake up, perfesser. Dean 1\:lathbamy'~ here to see you.

Hucksters Get Paid to Pull Legs
Radio comedians have made
themselves a strange exception to
that old expression that it's unwise to bite the hand that feeds
you. Radio advertising continues
to hold its sway over the dignity
of America, and the funny lads
help things along with satires
about radio commercials.
Sometimes the slapstick gets
boresome, especially when it is
accompanied by a deathless parody of the deathless soap opera.
It fades even further for the
listener who remembers that the
fellow at the mike who fancies
himself so caustic, is being fought
over by the companies he's joshing. There is something hypocritical about it all.
This isn't meant to imply that
a jew jabs aren't needed, as long
· as radio has the babbling tobacco auctioneer and that efficient
stuffed shirt, "Heartstone of the
Death Squad.'' (That's actually
the title of a program. Another
show of identical technique is a
little number called ''Mr. Chameleon, Man of Many Faces.'')
Since it pays off to the business-

LECTURE REVIEW

Monday night's lecture under
the airplanes, given by Alice Marriott, was a success so far as public response goes. Almost 1,000
persons heard Miss Marriott's lecture, "Buffalo Myths Among the
Kiowa.''
Aiter 15 minutes of introduction she talked for half an hour
telling two stones about buffalo
WINE, WOMEN, AND SONG
in the Plains Indians' culture.
The first tale concerned the
AND THE ATOM BOMB
coming of the buffalo. It seems a
The basic human needs are represented by the often used tribe of Indians were starving, all
except one that is. A little god
words "wine, women and song." Wine represents the bodily with
an un-phonetic name disneeds: food, drink and shelter, while women stand for covered the fat Indian and trailed
spiritual needs: love, recognition and security. Song alludes, him by changing into a cocker
to entertainment and other pleasure activities for the mind. spaniel.
He found that the fat Indian
The atomic bomb is a recent addition to the list of was
hiding buffalo under a rock
requirements. It is a creature of science representing that in his tepee. As a dog he chased
field of endeavor which has discovered ways to save lives by the animals out of the hole in the
and escaped by changing
killing bacteria, but at the same time has invented ways to ground
into a cocklebur and attaching
cultivate them to kill human beings with.
himself to the tail of one of the
Social scientists count people, ask for their opinions, make fleeing bison. He instructed the
graphs and charts, and say that nothing can be done about herd to eat buffalo grass and be
for the Indians, which they
the people who starve to death each year. They recommend food
cooperatively did.
burying food in caves to rot in order to stabilize a precious
The second story related the
but unpalatable item called money.
tragedy which came when the
Science can count bacteria, kill bacteria, grow bacteria, railroads came West and hired
to kill all the pesty aniand even make them destroy each other. So far it hasn't hunters
mals. The Indians believed the
tampered with bacterial opinions.
buffalo had gone back under
ground. In the meantime the buffalo grass had been plowed up by
a bunch of farmers.
NEED INDUSTRIES
The Indians danced and stomped
chanted and ceremonialized in
The Southwest - Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, and and
general trying to bring back the
Arizona- and the Far West have had the greatest popula.. buffalo. A fellow named "Having
rion growth in the U. S. Population in the nation has virtually a Long Name'' had a vision and
doubled in the first half of this century. While the Southwest thought he was possessed of the
power necessary to bring back the
has one-fifth of the nation's area, it has but one-twelfth of beasts;
so he changed his name
its population.
to 11Bnffalo Coming Out.'' He
Manufacturing employment has risen more sharply than turned over rocks here and there
in the rest o£ the country, but is still very small in relation nnd carried on in a barbaric manner with the help of a few old
to the national total. In 1939 Arizona had 313 manufacturing women,
but he failed and lost his
firms while in 1947 that state had 545. In New Mexico there job as a god.
were 262 manufacturing plants in 1939 and 432 in 1947.
Conclusions were that women
som!ltimes
!lnter into the male InMuch o:£ New Mexico's economic advancement has come
dians'
foolishness
and the buffalo
through .federal assistance. Los Alamos~ Sandia Base, Kirt- grass should not have
been plowed
land Field, Wingate Ordnance Depot and others have been up.-J. G.

1 '

large factors in the improved economic status of the state.
Employment here is too seasonal for continuous prosperity.
:A few small factories would round out our economy.
-Gallup Independent

* * *

If the Wright brothers were to
fly their airplane today, people
would still laugh at them,

Give an athlete an inch and he'll
The new sidewalk in front of Sara Raynolds hall will do take
a foot, but let him take itone thing at least. It will leave less grass to walk on.
who wants athlete's foot?

I
~~·-······---

TEN-WORD LIMIT. A Scotsman had to send an urgent telegram, and not wishing to spend
more than necessary w r o t e: ·
"Bruises hurt erased afford erected analysis hurt too infectious
dead.'' The Scotsman who received
it decided it was: "Bruce is hurt,
• He raced a Ford. He wrecked it
and Alice is hurt teo, In :fact she's
Wade
man, radio advertising is not dead.''
pointless. The listene1·, while inLIZARDS HAVE GIZZARDS.
dulging in a belly laugh, should
remember that if it weren't for A newspaper "filler" tips us off to
the advertising, he would get a the fact that like fowls, various
radio bill 'along with the others fishes, reptiles, insects, and other
each month. Not having the outlet ve1tebrates, have gizzards. Oh.
of a laugh, though, he might do
something wild-and :radios are
CORRECTED CORRECTION.
awfully heavy, and expensive, too. The dispute reported in this colThe. comedian and the listener umn about who has claim to the
are now faced with another haz- originality of the unfinished masard: movie theater advertising. A terpiece about Othello has taken
weary couple, he after his hard a new turn. E. Jackson came into
day at the office and she after town all the way from Gallina to
bending over a hot bridge table all defend her integlity and shout
day, decide to relax at a movie. that she is the one true, real,
Before they can feast their eyes honest-to-goodness author of the
on the "passion-torn chronicle of beastly sentence, unfinished as it
a girl and the man she couldn't appea1·ed to be. This is like findkill," a sickly-colored scene ap- ing a duplicate Van Gogh 01'
Rembrandt (almost).
pears on the screen.
If anyone is worthy of the
phrase disgustingly healthy, it's
AAF vs. RAF. When asked why
the family, clean, well-pressed, he didn't like the American soland smiling, which waits for the diers who were then stationed in
mother to bring in a plate of England, a Britisher replied,
sliced white bread. After she does, "They're over-paid, over-sexed,
they go for it as if it were Christ- and over he1·e.''
mas turkey, while the scene fades.
But the ad lingers with a lot of
NOT FOR SQUARES. Square
brightly-colored writing jumping dancing, which a few years ago
across the sc1·een, bragging about was loked upon as entertainment
the bread and repeating its name. only for hicks, has been taken up
This fiasco is followed by a lus- by many groups in our enlightcious dinner, in another kind of ened age. Square dance clubs are
unconvincing color, which consists numerous; weekly meetings are
of a tempting T-bone steak, a rare held where partner-swingers can
salad of shrimp and. '\vater cress, keep
.in practice; small fry are inand sparkling burgundy. Just a strUcted
in the fine art of "callsample of what may be found, the ing.'' In the Southwest, teen-agers
screen shrieks, at Bob's Burger have developed an innovation:
Basement.
square dancing on horseback. It's
The audience, already sneering, a feature attraction at rodeos in
laughs at this. But in their laugh- Eastel'Il New Mexico and West
ter is an undertone of nastiness. Texas.
They remember what they paid at
the box office for this matchless
JANGLED NERVES. Drinking
entertainment.
coffee may not get you all upset,
but if yon can remain calm after
hearing the Edwards Coffee radio
commercial, you're steady, sturdy,
and strong-willed. And the commercials of Town Talk Bread and
Rainbo Bread are enough to incite
a riot. Some newspaper ads are
TODAY: Junior College Confer- slightly puzzling, too. Under a
ence, Dr. John A. Sexson in picture of a man and woman kissing, some strange sentences apcharge
peared which didn't seem to be
Morning Watch Service, Baptist related to the picture or much of
Student Union, daily Monday anything else, unless it was a patthrough FJ,iday, 7:30 a.m. ent medicine. They were: "Putting
Noonday chapel services, on a little weight, aren't you
Baptist Student Union, 12:30 Agnes? Say, Jane, that dress sure
p.m. daily Monday through fits tight! Oh, I'll be embarrassed
Friday.
to wear my new season dresses.
SATURDAY: Faculty picnic., Dr. ~onder if these ,extra 10 pounds
J. L. Riebsomer in charge, 2 to w1ll make any difference when I
6 p. m. at Doc Long's picnic see John next month? She's too
grounds in the Sandias
fat, she's too fat for mel"
Student body dance, SUB ballroom, 9-12 p. Ill., Dean HowSHORT TAKES. A cake baited
ard V. Mathany in charge.
50 years ago was eaten by a
SUNDAY: Services in chu1·ches couJ?le on theh· ·golden wedding
~ntnversary . June 10. Probably
throughout the city,
NCAA golf tournament, U. JUI!t wanted to be prepared in case
golf course, every day through somebody was comin • The Sigma
Cheese are building fast on their
July 1.
new :fratemity house. Looks like
MONDAY: Lectures under the a swell dump. A citizen is a man
Stars: "Afro-Cuban Poetry?' by who demands better roads, bigger
Enrique Noble, 8 p.m. in front schools, . a . new.. JlOsp. office-and
· of ·Ad Bldg. No charge; .. · ·
· lO'fer taxes. On page 284 tp.e '4'7
Exhibition of paintings by Adjn Mll'age states: Greeks pmched
Ynnkers1 daily from 8 a.m. to tpcmaelVcs. Why, how quaint. A
5 p.m. m the Fine Arts Bldg. httlc alice of advice to people who
until July 11.
produco purple patchos: Don't get
TUESDAY: Square dancing, Miss too flowery. You might go to seed.
Marlys Swenson in charge,
7:30 p. m. on . the tennis
EVENTS THIS MONTH
courts.
WEDNESDAY; Lecture by Sub·
J\lnc . 25-.Tuly 1, Albuquerque,
e:rt Turbyfill, 1'Life at the Pan· Nat101Jnl Coll1.1giato Golf Tom:naama Canal," 8 p. m. in front o:£ ment.
Ad. Bldg. No charge.
Dance at men's new dol'ln, Mrs.
June 24, Taos nntl Acoma Pueb·
lo, San Juan Day, eolchmtion 001'11
Maud Davis in charge.
dance.
THURSDAY: Spanish lecture, ,
IAA patio, 8 p.m., Dr. TorresJune 25, Santa :Fe, Rcttu·n o:f
R:ioseco, 1'La. Formacion de un De Vargasmemot•ial procession to
Inbilectual en Chile/'
St. Francis Cathedral.

On Second Thought . ..
By Bill

LOVE THAT PROFESORA.
Elsie Hoffmann, speech professor,
said, ''Thank God for the veteran
student." Reason: Miss Hoffmann
is tired of listening to little girls
fresh out of high school discuss
"How I Make Fudge." Ex-GI's,
on the other hand, have enough
practical knowledge in other fields
to enable them to get up before
a class and say something that
holds the professor's interest. And
in addition, an instructor has to
keep on his toes to stay ahead of
'
some of his students.

UOIIING UP·

Dr. Northrop Helps
On Geologists' Trip
D1•. Stua1•t A. Northrop, head of
geology at UNM, is one of four
leaders with the Fourth Annual
Field Conference of the Society of
Vertebrate Paleontology. The 35car expedition ll'ft Santa.. Fe Wednesday for a four-day trip over
Southwestern New Mexico.
The trip, composed of 90 of the
top men in that field, is co-sponsored by the University and the

Roselyn Luna, IAA student
from· Belen, was chosen sweetheart of Company K at NMMI
this year. She W&s an honor guest
at the Institute's commencement.
Clint Smith, journalism major
from Cruces, is cruising in Pacific
waters along abou.t now. He's en.
rolled with the NRO'!'C.
Several students are slaving
away during the summer months.
Bill Donnelly is employed with
the engineering department of the
Santa Fe Railway at Pueblo, Colo,
BUI Glover, Business Ad. major, is tossing sales talk at unsuspecting victims around Albuquerque in an effort to make .their
lives complete: all they need is a
copy of The Volume Library.
Ray MacDougall of Raton 1s
with Eida.l Manufacturing Co., doing steel and structural draiting.
Alice Lind is spending the
month of June as a counselor at
Camp Kamidji in Northern Minnesota.
John Clarke is slinging the hash
at Sagebrush Inn, Taos. He
worked at La Cocina last year
while attending the U. Another
UNM student, Ray Perovitch, is
taking care of the Sagebrush bar.
Wayne Cowan, graduate s·tudent, and Louella Crawford plan
. to be married Sunday.
Edward Fallen and Lucille Lee
tied the knot a week ago,
A candlelight w e d d i n g is
planned by Nancy K. Johnson and
Lt. Benjamin W. Eakin.
An item in the Carlsbad Current-Argus said that Patsy Burke
and Jim Rogers were to be married June 4. Both are Education
students.

Star Lecturer Gives
New Course on Negro

Alumni Notes

Mrs. Lewis Lectures
On UN'sActivities

Librarian Joins
Summer Staff

CORSAGES

DRIVE-IN
3723 E. Central
Specializing in Giant
HAMBURGERS
and
RICHARDSON'S ROOT BEER
ln n Large Chilled Stein

Graduate Student
Leaves for Orinoco

I

A course entitled "The Negro in
Malian Jo Cowan, art editor of
Hispanic American Civilization," the '46 Mirage, is making a 11ame
the first o£ its kind ever to be of- for herself in golf circles.
fered at the University, is being
Author L. Charette and Joan
taught this summer by visiting Koch, both '45, got married and he
Prof. Enrique Noble of Rochester joined the navy and is now a lieuUniversity, Rochester, N.Y.
tenant and they are living in San
Dr. 'Noble, who has taught at 10 Francisco.
Marilyn Izzard, '50, and George
universities, including the University of. Havana where he was as- Hildebrandt, graduate student,
sistant to Dr. Fernando Ortiz, will were married early this month
be the next speaker in the Lec- and moved to Alcova, Wyo. They
tures Under the Stars series Mon- may move to Africa later.
· Mary Esther Villa, Clovis, and
day night at the University.
Eloy
M&rin of Nebraska were
His lecture will be about the so- married
in May in Clovis.
cial content and aesthetic elePatsy Ruth Rosem:weig, who
ments in Airo-Cuban poetry, He received
her master's here, mar,
will make a comparison between ried Richard
Irwin Epstein in Bufthe themes of Afro-Cuban and falo last month.
American poetry.
Margaret Ahl of Alamogordo
The new course is a historical was married to Dr. Joseph Miller
and ethnological study of Negroes of Terre Haute, Ind., on May 21.
in Latin American countries and
Juanita Walters, '50 graduate,
what they have contributed to the and Herb DeSehns, law student,
culture. The course will be com- were married early this month.
pleted with a survey of the role They are living in Albuquerque.
of Negroes in America.
Mrs. Ernest Malone, nee VirStudents taking the course are ginia Strike, is teaching story
writing research papers on such telling and dramatics in Roswell's
topics as Negro literature, Negro summer recreation program.
religion, and Negro musical inManford Rainwater, Tncumcali
struments. Dr. Noble said the attorney, won the Democratic
Negroes are as important to nomination as state representaLatin American culture as the In- tive from Quay County.
dians have been to the Southwest.
Don Riddle, who received his
Students are amazed at the in- MS here in '45, has been named
fluence Negroes have had on the principal of the new Artesia Junlanguage and culture of the J"atin ior High School.
Dr. Northrop
Another teacher who got }lis
Americas, Dr. Noble said. He
cited a dictionary compiled by Dr. master's here, C. E. Jackson, is
American Museum of Natural
Ortiz of the University of Havana principal of the Belen Grade
History, NewYork,
which contains nothing but Afro- School.
Other leaders are Alfred S.
Evadean Civerolo, Gallup, a '50
Cuban words that have been inRomer, zoology professor at Harcorporated into the Cuban lan- grad, has accepted a position as
vard, and Edwin H. Colbert and
music teacher with the Danfelser
guage.
Geo1·ge S. Simpson, both of the
"The samba, conga, rhumba, School of Music, Albuquerque.
American Museum of Natural
Zane Goodwin, Santa Fe, who
tango and your American boogie,
History.
completed his freshman year in
for
instance,
are
products
of
the
The group planned to go directengineering last semester, will atNegro culture," he added.
ly to Ghost Ranch for a tour of
tend Purdue next year.
Dr. Noble has three books pendthe triassic dinosaur quarry which
Midshipman Keith Charles Wiling publication and is planning a son, Tucumcari, a fonner student
was featured last year in Life
fourth which will be an anthology at UNM, was graduated at the U,
Magazine. From there they will
of Negro literature. He said there S. Naval Academy June 2.
explore in the La Jara region,
is
no text book to cover the maand may return by way of Jemez
"Newspapers are not giving the telial in his course and added that
Canyon.
people a balanced picture of the one was sorely needed.
last Day for NTE Exam
workings of the United Nations,"
Today is the deadline for filing
said Mrs. Dorothy Lewis in a lecture
Wednesday
night
on
the
camfor the National
application
N~WS FROM OTHER CAMPUSES
pus. Mrs. Lewis is coordinator of
Teachers Examination slated for
UN at Lake Success. She spoke
July 11. Seniors in Education who
plan to take the test may apply at
on 1'The Greatest Story Being
Montana State College's "M" Told."
Mrs. Hazel H. Petty, Portales Counseling .anjl .~eating office,
on the side of Mount Baldy will
About 350 persons gathered in High School librarian, has joined room 101, today.
be easier to find henceforth. Stu- front of the Ad. Building for the
University library staff :for
dents are building a new access open"air lecture. Dr. Howard V. the
the summer session. She will work
trail with a grade of 14 per cent, McMurray, head of government, in
the reference and circulation
TB o1• not TB, that is congesas compared with a grade of 55 introduced the speaker.
departments.
tion.
Consumption be done about
per cent on the old path. Goody.
"The press seems to publicize
Another new member of the it?
San Jose (Calif.) State College only the activities of the UN
gave honors and acclaim to 41'7 of where conflicts a1·ise," continued staff is Mrs. Melvin J. Mateyka,
this year's graduates ·- one-third Mrs. Lewis. She suggested that assistant in the circulation departof the class. Seventy-seven were persons interested in learning ment. Student assistants Forest
graduated "with great distinc- more about the UN should insist Eastman, Gene Frosio, Marion
ticm," 149 "with distinction," and to editors and publishers that Miller, Rodolfo Goicochea, and
191 "with honors.''
their newspapers do a better job Shuh-Tuh T~ai will work at the
reserve desk.
Utah U. was treated to a fash- of factual reporting.
ion magazine type of description
Last week the libra1-y staff
About 40,000 words are spoken
of midshipmen's . spring vogues. each day the UN is in session, made assignments of stack carSample: "The heallcovering brings Mrs. Lewis went on. Every word reUs to faculty and graduate stua splash of color to the overall is recorded and also set down on dents. There are 109 carrells availpicture through a narrow band of paper for future reference, she able for persons writing theses
blue which circles the rim. For a said. AbOut 3,000 . meetings were or doing graduate research,
David Otis Kelley, librarian, remore distinct contrast it is sug- held by the UN and its committees
gested that the wea"Per dye his all over the globe during the last ported that some carrells have
hair green. The suit with these year.
not been assigned, and asked that.
accessories may be worn for pla~
M1·s. Lewis and Dr. McMurray eligible students and faculty who
ing tennis or delivering gro- held a joint question-and-answer want carrells contact his office.
ceries.''
period after her speech. Several
Smoke gets in the eyes of more persons in the audience brought
men than women, according to a up topics for discussion.
survey at the U. of Redlands,
Calif. The weed beaters have
spread out from their original enclosure which was designed as a they remodeled the entranceway
smoking area for veterans "with to a fraternity house by filling it
the habit.'' Questionnaires showed with well-placed bricks and morthat of 70'7 students queried, 5'7 tar.
1910 E. CENTRAL
To Charles Staley of Kansas U,
per cent do not smoke while 43
tripping
the
light
fantastic
means
percent (80 women and 195 men)
Phone 9895
are occasional and frequent puff- just that-tripping. lie would
have been graduated . with a
ers.
Sometimes the TNE boys at straight 11A'' average if he hadn't
UNM splash a little red paint stumbled in social dancing class.
around, but look what some slimy Just for that he got one "B'1 on
scoundrels did at Colorado U: his 1·ecord.
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Lily of the Valley ····-·-···-·---·-··---·----- $2.00 up
Gardenias ·--··-•~--····--·-·-·······-·-----···--- 1.50 ea.
Carnations ·--··~· . "·~-¢··-~--~·-··············-·- .1.50 .up .
Orchids ········--··--·--·---·-·-······--····-·--···-- 4.00 up
Roses··-···------·-··-··-·······-········-~- .50 per bloom
Boutonnieres ········-···--···-----·-··-···-···--··-··-·- .SOc

Carroll Riley, graduate student
in anthropology, has been awarded a Social · Science Research
Council fellowship for work to be
tione next year in Venezuela,
The award, worth $3,000, will
permit Riley to spend six months
in the Middle Orinoco region,
among the Carib-speaking group
of the Panare Indians.
His study of the Panare manner of living, habits, culture, and
physical characteristics will be
submitted as the basis for his doctor's thesis. He has already completed his residence req11irements
and the oral examination for his
Ph.D. degree.
·
Riley took his A.B. degree and
his M.A. at UCLA with further
graduate work done here under
Dr. W. W. Hill and Dr, Leslie
Spier.
,
To reach the isolated s'ection of
Venezuela, Riley· will fly to a. central location and go the rest o:f
the way by boat. His travels in
South ,America will be mapped by
the Museo de Ciencias Naturales
at Caracas. He will leave Albuquerque in September.

Seventeen Study
Art at Taos
·

Seventeen art students are
studying at the 'faos Field School
of Art under the direction of Ken~
nethAdams.
They are:
Alfred LaGuardia, Mary Catherine Bryan, William Atkins, Willard Christianson, Marjorie L.
Wymore, John Haralson, Thomas
Besha, Robert l,\lorrison, Willis
Carpenter, Virginia Drew.
Raymond T. Drew, Edward J,
O'Toole, Marvin Jay Prager, Bobbie Gene Sherwood, Bill Stegall,
Norma Heinle, and one other student who didn't fill out a personnel card.

..

University Cleaners
Two Hour
Emergency Service
QUALITY WORK

1800 E. Central Ph. 6553

YOUR
WATCH

LET US TEST IT

ELECTRONICALLY
ON OUR

.Wat~ll.(!jJMa;tit
FREE

FREE

The· test will teH you on a
printed chart (made in 30
seconds) e~actly the condition of your watch. If it .
ne~ds regulc:rtion or repair;
you will find we offer:-

EXPERT CRAFTSMANSHIP
QUALITY PARTS
ALL WORK ELEOTRONICALLY
TESTED ON OUR
.. WATCH MASTER.~'

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
WEDDINGS-PARTIES- HOME DECORATIONS
BANQUET ARRANGEMENTS
Summer U:ours: 9 :00 A. M.-5 :00 P. M.

Night Phone 5-9158

1% Blocks :East of th~ Campus
Dial 3-2446

The Dugout Dope •••

Tigers Are Best in Both Leagues!
.'
By Bob Kunkel
·
W1th the 1950 baseball season
approximately one-third over, and
be.mg as I:ow: the fourth o:f; July
miles~one IS. JUSt around the corner, It would be a good idea to
s!le how our. pre-season predic•
t10ns are commg along.
•
However, before we do that
let's jt~st sit back and· marvel at
the astronomical batting averages
that have been posted thus far. It
seems that inflation has even
found its evil way into our national pastime, much to the horror of
the poor perspiring pitcher. Our
heart bleeds for these forgotten
men of the diamond.
But on to the American League·
A jubilant glance at the record~
shows us that our dark horse candidate, the Detroit Tigers are currently the hottest club in either
league. Rolling along •at
prodigious .712 clip as of Tuesday
they appear to be the solidest ou~
fit arou!]d. From the beginning,
our only doubts were centered
around Johnny Lipon and Dick
Kryhoski; and our hats go off today to the diminutive Lipon who
is hitting up there with the best
of them. Too, we would like to
point to the fine play of Don Kolloway who filled in like a trooper
when Kryhoski did prove disappointing. All of which proves that
Red Rolfe's Raiders are strong
throughout, and we're still picking
them.
As was expected, the Boston
Red Sox are slugging the seams
off the ball. There is not one man
in the regular lineup that is hitting below the charmed .30() mark.
Proof of their power was seen last
week when theybroke the league
record for runs scored in a single
game; 29 against the lowly
Browns. But the Beantowners are
in fourth place. A math student
would tell you that this is because
somewhere along the line the
other teams must be scoring more
than they.
Apparently the New York
Yankees liked the name of "Team
of DestinY." that was given them
last year. • They sure are trying
to repeat anyway. The nip and
tuck battle between the Yanks
and t~e Tigers has kept everyone ·
guessmg all along, and we must
remember that DiMag has not yet
hit his stride. They are a game
club, no doubt. The Cleveland Indians are right up there to fulfill
our forecast for the first division.
There are few that will argue
as to the ;most disappointing team
in the :majors; Philadelphians will
tell you that the boys of Connie
Mack are not supposed to be in
.last place. Tales of internal
trouble have been reported and it
may be that the era of Connie
Mack is nearing its end in the City
of Brotherly Love. As for the rest
· of the second division, turn them
all around and you have them in
the position that we predicted. At
least they will still be in second
division when the last ball is
pitched this year.
Over in the National League,
the "Take Your Pick League,"
our other dark horse candidate,
the Boston Braves are in fourth
place; but only three games separate them from the deadlocked
Dodgers and Cards. We feel that
Southworth's gang has had a few
bad breaks and so we are going to
stick with them too. A kindly word
might be said, however, for the
fighting kids of Eddie Sawyer.
Philadelphia fans may give a
cheer for the Phils. They are a
very rough team and maybe next
year.
.
The second division in this
league too, is shaping up to early
expectations. That is, all except
for the pesky Chicago Cubs who
do not seem to realize that they
were supposed to inhabit the cellar. They take great pleasure in
knocking off the leaders, but must
feel sorcy for their other second
diVision mates.
So that's how things look from
the bleachers. It is tM early to say,
"I told you so," and wouldn't be
ethical anyway. !t is a great year

a

Grid· Back and Guard
Get Coaching J~bs
: Two members of last year's
football team have recently re•
ceived coaching jobs i.n New Mex~
ico high schools. Joe Stell, Lobo
. fullback and cb•captain, will begift his duties as as~istant football
coa:i:lh at Deming next September.
Kenneth :Pharr, guard tin the
last two Lobo teams, has been aP•
pointed head football coach at
Lord!!bu:rg, Pha:rr will ls!l assist
in. bllsketlJAU a:nd track. Both men
were members of the 1950 graduating class.

High School Stars
Will Perform Here

Four of the nation's top coaches
thl!ugh, 1·egardless of the super. have
accepted invitations to New
flmty of base hits and runs These Mexico's
North-South all star
things are· to be expected until football and
basketball games to
next ~onth when the pitchers get . be held at the'University
Aug,
the. kmks out. Then the ball will 11 and 12. They will headonteams
sJ:rmk a bit, the batting averages selected from outstanding high
will drop, and we may have a few school seniors in schools all over
20-game winners; say maybe Art the state.
Houtteman, Bob Lemon, Robin
Coaching the all-star Southern
Roberts and Johnny Sain? ?
basketball team will be Everett F.
. Sh~lton,, head hoop coach at the
Umversity of Wyoming and winner of. the National NCAA tournament m 1942-43. Opposing him on
the hardwoods is the N orthem
mentor Coach Howard A. Hobson,
head of the Yale squad and also
an NCAA winner in 1939.
S.M.U.'s H. M. "Rusty'' Russell
formeily assistant to Matty Bed
and now head coach at the Texas
s!lhool, will supervise grid activities for the Northern team with
So~thern competition under the
gmdance of Paul "Bear" Bryant
head coach at the University of
Kentucky.
The four coaches will lecture at
the seventh1 annual coaching clinic'
to be held at the University sponsored by the Albuquerque Lions
Club and the New Mexico Coaches
and Officials association, The clinic
?pens o_n Aug, 6 with registration
m Carhsle gymnasium and closes
A~g. 12 with the North-South
gnd tangle.

SIGHTS OF NEW MEXiCO

by J. T. Reid
•

One-Armed ...

-State Tourist Bureau
B ~ii~tors ar~ shown inspecting The Long House in Frijoles Canyon
an ~ Ier Nabonal ~onumen~. The cliff dwellings were buiJ.t. and
occupied.by pueblo Inqtans durmg the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
At one time the dwellmgs were two and three stories high. The picto~
graph under glass once decorated the back of one of the rooms.

This week I advise you to make
the excUI·sion to the historic Frijoles Canyon, It is a good day's
trip. You should leave Albuquerque not later than 8 a.m. Go north
on highway 85 to Santa Fe on
through the village of Tes~que
and turn left on the Los Alamos
ro!ld (,Paved) at Pojoaque. (At
this pomt, you can see the town of
Los Alamos roosting on the hillside far to the west.)
Follow the road .signs to Frijoles. When you enter the canyon
you will find the buildings of the
Two dances and a barbecue are Bandelier National Monument
on the entertainment schedule for Courteous guides will meet you·
the nation's 171 top college golf- ask you to register and will an~
ers who will compete in the fifty- nounce the time of the next guided
t~irq annual NCAA meet here betour, through the ancient ruins. A
gmmng Sunday.
fee IS charged.
Mrs. Elna Richardson of the
It will now be near noon. Again
women's P.E. department has an- I recommend that you do not hurnounced that the visiting golfers ry. Take it easy. The altitude may
will be invited to attend a regular affect you.
student body dance Saturday
If you have brought your lunch ·
night in the SUB ballroom. All there are neat camp tables in th~
women stud~mts attending · the dense shade along the Rito de los
summer sess10n are asked to at- . Frijoles. Customarily during the
tend.
summer the cafe at the monument
Tuesday night, a western dance
for the NCAA golfers will feature a floor show with Mexican
songs, dances and castinets, plus
popular dancing :for visitors not
acquainted with the square dance
This dance will be held under th~
flood lights of the tennis courts
Erskine Caldwell, author of
A pit barbecue for players a'nd
C<?aches ~vill be held here Sunday more than 20 books and novels
mght pnor to the annual NCAA visited UNM literature and wri~
ing classes early this week. He
golf coaches meeting.
spoke about the requirements conSidered, essen~ial for writing from
Schedule Announced
a W«?rkmg Wl'lter's standpoint.
First comes inventiveness of
For Golf Tournament plot, Caldwell said, then the use
.words to give meaning. His
The. 53rd Annual National Inter. of
best-known books are "Tobacco
collegiate Golf Championships will Road''
and "God's Little Acre.''
open at the University June 25
and continue through July 1 on
Cleopatra, contrary to widethe following schedule:
spread
belief, was not Egyptian·
Suuday, June 25
she
was
Greek, or Macedonian. '
East-West matches
Driving Contest
Annual coaches meeting
Monday, June 26
Qualifying rounds and team
Warner-Woods
. championship.
Tuesday, June 27
For the Best in Portraits
Qualifying rounds and team
1804 E. Central
championship.
Wednesday, June 28
Low 64 qualifiers begin match
play for individual championship, first round.
Thursday, June 29
Second and third rounds of
match play.
Friday, June 30
Quarter-finals and semi-finals,
match play.
Saturday, July 1
36-hole individual championship finals.

serves meals. They are nice and
reasonably priced.
. Be o!l hand when the guide
gi_ves ~Is lecture on the Frijoles
chff rums. Follow him closely as
he takes you along the paths dnce
tr~d by sca:tp.pering children,
brigJ:t-eyed .ma}dens and charging
warnors. Sit m a house whose
front step is 30 :feet above the
grou';ld! Let your imagination run.
It will leave you tingling inside
and coolish on the outside.
Meander back homeward in the
late afternoon. Stop along the way
for ~upper. Relax in an early bath,
remimsce of the day's experiences
and dream of romance in the bygone centuries. Your grades on
Monday may be the better .for it.

Finds Butchering
Is Too Hazardous
A small anxious-looking man
grew fidgety as he progressed in
the line at the employment office
.Finally, when it was his turn at
the desk, he pleaded to be placed
in a job immediately.
He was asked the routine questions and told to wait for a call.
In response to more pleading, the.
clerk asked him, "Are you a meat
cutter?'
" "Meat cutter?'' he hesitated.
Oh . • • sure, I can cut meat.
I'm a meat cutter.''
The clerk gave him a card and
an . address, . and the applicant
walked out. After about an hour
he retumed and resumed a place
in line. When he arrived at the
desk again the same clerk remembered him and asked, "What is
the matter? Was the job already
taken?"
"No," the prospective meat cutter answered shyly, "I just
thought I'd rather try something
else.''
The clerk was puzzled, but
h~nded him another card. The ap•
phcant reached for it with a newly bandaged hand, turned, and
walked out of the office again.

176 Engineers Honored

The football coaching staff is
busy 1;his summer interviewing
prl!spectiy.e st-gdents who have
wn.tten , m to mq~ire about the
Umvers1ty's athletic program.

Universities and Colleges
Engi:neering Department
Heads $8000; Pharmocology
Science. YoungPh.D.'s
·
needed ~n all fields. Li· ,,
brarians. Horne Ec. to

One hundred seventy-six Engi~
neering students made the dean's
honor roll for Semester II, 194950, according to a. list from the office ?f Dean M. E. Farris, Engineenng head.

Erskine Caldwell
Talks in Writing Class

.

"It Is Our Pleasure to Setve You"
Dixie Patriots·
Laundry
PICK UP
and

YOUR F'AVORITE LUNCHES
OUR OWN BETTER ICE CREAM
COMPLETE FOUNTAIN SERVICE
ORDERS '1'0 'rAKE OUT

DELIVERY
821

s.

Third

CHISHOLM'S

1:1..

PHONE

6943

On Central Across from the Men's Dorm
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Korean War Menaces
Home and Family of
Student from Seoul

I
I

'

I

/Ofi!IS

'

I

I

Headquarters for All Your
Jewelry Needs
ALSO
Sp~cial Designing, Manufac-

tunng and Engraving-Expert
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
CENTRAL AT SECOND
Dial '1334 \or .6150

Welcome Again
Students

EASTSIDE
CLEANERS
and

-laundry
Two Hour Dry Cleaning
When Needed
Ask Almost Any Student
One Block From U
'

1706 :E. Central
Tel. 2-1395 or 2•2708

Teachers Wanted

$6500. Coastto Coast
Coverage.

Elementary and Secondary
Inexperienced teachers
start at $2700 to $3000.
M9re for experience. Calif.,
Mteh.; Others.
Music, Art, Home Ec.,
Elem. Supervisors,

Principals, Critics. Top
Money.

CUNE TEACHERS
. AGENCY, INC.
East Lansing, Michigan

A popular spot these days is the Univ~r~ity pool. Ciddie Cain (center)
is displaying her form (diving, that is) while Sue Baker (left) kibitzes
a little by scratching her hoof on the diving boat·d. Ed Garvanian looks
on. (Photo by Allan Mogull.)

.

"

I
I

Taos Student Wins Jobs Are Available
Kappa Scholarship For Engineer, Artist
Kathleen R. Kepner of Taos has
been awarded the $150 Kappa
Kappa Gamma scholarship. The
soi'Ority offers the prize each
year to the woman student who
has earned at least 30 cl'edit hours,
lias creditable schola1·sl1ip and financial need.
Miss Kepner's grade point aver•
age is 2.09. She is a junior in the
College of Education.
Three Christina Kent scholarships have been accepted by New
Mexico high school graduates for
use next fall. The scholarships
provide $82.50 :for each student.
They are: Ermelinda Martinez,
Santa Cruz; Mary Ethel Cousland,
Deming, and Frances Tafoya, Socorro.
Winners must be t•esidents of
New Mexico. The scholarships are
presented to. graduates who are
considered most worthy on basis
of their applications and recommendations from their high school
principals,

A full-time job for the summer
months is available for some engineering student who can use
$250 to $275 a month. The Placement Bureau says the job will involve mapping and keeping tabs
on pipe location for a -distribution
company.
A decorating concern needs a
typist, and a Fine Arts graduate
or a student who has studied art
might land the job.
Further information is available at the Placement Bureau, room
104 in the Administration building.

Film Society Runs
~hap/in Comedies

For the third offeling of its
summer series, the University
Film Society is presenting a .festival of some of the older comedies
of Charlie Chaplin. The films are
shown each Saturday at 8 and 10
p.m. in .the Inter-American Affah-s patio.
The Chaplin festival includes
"The Rink," "The Vagabond,"
Adventurer," "Easy Street"
Mo1•e than 200 of the golfers "The
and
"His
Trysting Place.'' The
participating in the NCAA films are representative
of Chaptournament are staying at the lin's .early period when the
little
men's new dormitory, Mrs. Maud man with the sad face, baggy
Davis, housemother, said.
pants, and over-sized shoes was a
"So far '" she
said, "only two favorite
,-,
of millions.
golf balls have broken dormitory
Further
information about seawindows.'' Both crashed into the
dining room, one at breakfast son tickets and single admissions
Mortday and one before lunch. No !It the door can be obtained by callone appeared to claim the balls, mg 8861, ext. 376.
she added.
She quoted one of the golfers
as complaining that the lighter Intra-Murals Attract
atmosphere in Albuquerque makes
42 Per Cent of U Men
the balls travel farther.
Referling to the conduct of the
Of the 3,441 men registered at
visiting sportsmen, Mrs. Davis
the
University of New Mexico dursaid, "I'm surprised at how little
ing the 1949-50 school year 42 per
trouble they cause.''
cent participated in some form of
irttra-mural activity, John Dolzadelli, intra-mural director, an•
... Nine Anthro Students nounced
today.
· ··
. . . ..
For Semester I, basketball
Go to National Forest ~opped
the list with 245 men playNine anthropology majors, un- mg a total of 125 games. Next in
der the supervision of Or. Paul popularity was baseball, football,
Reiter, left Tuesday for a month's swimming, and track, each sport
field trip in' the Lincoln National drawing well over 100 particiForest.
partts.
The gt·oup loaded a truck with
Semestet· II sa.w track take the
supplies and camping equipment popularity lead with 1M athletes
and set out to live in the wide open competing in 12 events. 'l'otal atspaces and scratch around for tendance for the meets was estisigns of prebistotic inhabitants.
mated at 1,400. Softball, volleyMembers of the field, group are ball, and bowling ti·ailed as attert•
Mr. and M1•s, Roscoe Wilmetli, Lee tion-getters. •
Arnett, J et'ome Biddle J. Lee Cor~
Participation in tennis, cross
rell, Arthur Jelenik 1 Alan Oppen• .
heimer1 John Stern, and Leon country, ,golf, handball, horseshoes, relay, and fencing made up
Stover.
They plan to return tti the cam- the ·rest of the 1,438 students in
intra-murals.
pus July 19.

Golf Balls Soar;
Dorm Panes Break

'

l'ro. 83
...

~.

North Texas ~agfes .Capture
Golf Tourney Cham'pionship

Correct Divi

Barbecue Planned
For NCAA Golfers

Marie Wilson, star of the "My
Friend Irma" films and radio program, is shown toying with a
little gadget in Las Vegas, Nev.
Part of her new movie, "Irma
Goes West," was shot in Albuquerque · in February, but not
THIS part of it, oh no. Miss Wilson will pull the lever of a slot
machine in Las Vegas Monday
and draw the name of some newspaper or radio commentator from
a fish bowl with each jerk. When
(and if?) she hits the jackpot, the
name she holds on that stroke will
get a $500 bond.
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The Korean War has sp'ecial
meaning for one University student. Sang Keun Chun, a freshman in Engineering who lives at
457 N. Ash St., is a native of Seoul, South Korean capital.
"I am terribly worried about
the war," Sang Keun said. "I am
so worried I can't study. If North
Korea takes over the South, my
family will probably be killed. My
:family is Christian and Democratic.''
Two of Chun's brothers are
ministers, another is a banker, and
a fourth works :for a printing
company. Chun flew to the United
States last October and has not
been back to Korea since that
time. He is sponsored here by Dr.
and Mrs. C. G. Shambaugh of 233
N. Yucca Ave.
"I think that if the American
govemment helps South Korea,
we can win. Americans usually
think the South Korean party is
like the Chiang Kai-Shek party,
but there is quite a difference,"
Chun continued. "There is quite
a Democratic party in South Korea. 'i\Iost of the students will
leave school to fight the Communists.''
Chun has had no word from his
family since the war broke out.
He tried to phone them but could
not get through. It has been about
a month since he had a letter
from them.
One of his brothers, the Reverend Sung C. Chun, was to attend
a religious conference in Toronto,
Can., but Chun does not know if
he got out of Korea before the
start of the war. The older brother
is head of a seminar in Korea.
"I am very happy here in the
United States," Chun went on. "It
is a wonderful country and everyone is very friendly to me. Dr.
Shambaugh and his wife pay all
my expenses and are very good to

me."

Chun repeated that he was
thankful the American government is helping the Koreans. He
said he might be summoned to return to his homeland to join the
fight against the Communists. If
he is allowed to finish his school~
ing here he will retum to Korea
and teach in the university there.
Lea111ing English has been difficult, Chun said,. because there
is no Korean-English dictionary.
He speaks Japan~se fluentl,y, since
Korea was dommated by Japan
from the end of the Russo-Japanese War to World War II. He
uses a Japanese-Ertglish dictionary in his school work.

The 53rd National Intercollegiate golf tournament goes
into the semi-final round this afternoon at the University
course. The.36-hole finals will be p1ayed tomorrow.
One of the largest galleries in Albuquerque golfing history is expected to be on hand to witness the climax of the

Art Connoisseur
Meets Confusion
In New Exhibit
By Pablo P. Casso
· Walking through the hallway
of the Art Building is getting to
be like running the gauntlet in a
:fun house. To one suffering :from
vertigo, it's a positive menace.
One exhibit ended last week, and
another just like it went up.
At first glimpse, one gets the
impression that a bunch of bouncing art students got to cutting up
and tossed a few paint pots at
each other and struck the walls.
Strange pattems in strange colors
loom up as you enter the doorway.
Closer inspection reveals that the
blobs have titles.
"The Little Bird Too Little to
Fly" must have been too little to
paint also, because if a bird is
there, just where is it? It's impossible to find even a shoe in the
one titled, "The Shoemaker.''
A piece of crumpled-up carbon
paper is titled "Ranchos de Taos,"
. but two frames sot\tb, the same
carbon paper seen from another
angle is titled, "La Mesa Negra.''
"Still Life with .Dead Bird" and
"New Mexico" defy description. A
possible clue to the latter is that
it was painted during a sand
storm, because that's what it looks
like.
·
Other entries do not have titles.
Suggestions (which would no
doubt fit them just about as well
as titles named above) are: "Spider Webs in the Smog, Looking
East," "Family Heirlooms of a
Pack Rat, Peeping West;'' and
"Reception Room in a Mole's
Tunnel.''

Honor Students Named
For Spring Semester
In the College of Fine Arts at
the end of the semester just completed, five students made a
straight "A" record. They are
Jean Crandal, Charlotte Warren,
Virginia Drew, Steve Newberry,
and Richard A. Higgins.
Ten Fine Arts students made
high "B" and 53 eamed a "B"
average.

Education Roll Has 51
Fifty-one students in the College of Education are named on
Dean S. P. Nanninga's honor roll
for the second semester of the
1949-50 school year. One student,
Carl Cupples, made a straight "A"
average.

Crime and Punishment • •

•

Police ·ouell Riot' ot Downtown Bistro
Sgt. Noel looney's campus po- since the mafn parking lot across
from the Administration building
lice :records listed an arrest of a has beert closed to students. Conman and his wife for ·drunkenness struction of the new classroom
-and disturbing the peace. Both building sta1·ted Monday with preforfeited $30 bonds in police court. liminat>y staking of the area. . .
The other two lots, the one beThe two were fighting with each
hind
the gymnasium and the one
other in front of a downtown bar.
l!ast
1>f
the President's hotne and
A smoke fire ih the lib1·ary was
reported by Patrolman James some of the streets are to be used
Dl'iskill Wednesday. The fire was from now on, he said. He added,
caused by a shorted transformer "I'm kept busy telling students
on the dumb-waiter•. Sgt. Looney where to go~to park that is.''
Thet·e were 25 overnight parksaid there was a similar fire irt the
ing
violations, three other ):)arking
woodwork shop next door to . the
violations,
and three traffic 'violapolice office.
Patrolman Driskill reported be- tions. One motorist who failed to
ing accosted several times with stop at a stop sign was cited and
irtquiries about parking areas was reported to be very rude.

grueling individual championship
battle. 'l'he winner will join the
charmed-links circle with Coach
Fred Cobb's hot-shooting North
Texas Eagles, who salted away
the team title for the second
straight year with a total of 573
strokes, a new NCAA record. .
Two New Mexico Lobos came
out on top in first-round matches
Wednesday. Jim Frost won a
three-and-two victo1>y over Frank
O'Connor of Canisius and Paul
Halter nipped Frank Morey of
San Diego State one up on the
20th hole. Peter Griggs, I.obo No.
1 ·and Borde:r: Conference champion, lost in a qualifying playoff
Tuesday by the first glow of the
moon.
Jim Frost made a sensational
42-foot putt on the 16th hole to
beat Roy McKenzie of North
Carolina just before press time.
This put Frost in the thh·d round
of the championship bracket and
in the top 16 ·of the toumey.
For the second successive year
Arnold Palmer of Wake Forest
nabbed the qualifying medal with
a pair of 69's for a 138 total. Mor1·is Williams Jr. of Texas had the
lowest round in qualifying play,
67..
.
Defending champion .H a r v i ~
Ward of North Carolina came
through as expected in the first
round, toppling Bo Faulkenberry
of Oklahoma, five and four.
Palmer won over Bill Harris of
Denver four and three.
Other results in the initial
match contests found Bob McCall
of Colgate winning over Wes Ellis of Texas, :four and two. Bud
Moe of Stanford downed Joe Conrad of North Texas one up. Geme
Littler. of San Diego State won
from Frank Van Meter of Den~
ver, three and two. Fred Wampler
of Purdue beat Paul McMullen of
Denver. six and five; and Bill Johnston of Utah eliminated Tom
Smith of Penn State, six and five.
Billy Maxwell of North Texas
prevailed over Nevada Amateur
champion Wayne Adams one up
on the 19th. Two down going into
the 13th, Maxwell produced four
birdies in a row to go one up.
Adams squared it on the 18th with
a birdie four before bowing out
on the 19th. ·
Other first-round results: Ben
Alyea of UCLA over Paul Harney
of Holy Cross, five and four Dick
McElyea of Stanford over Bob
Buchanan of Purdue, one up in 19;
John Wallace of Stanfo1·d two and
one over Dick Horch of Ohio
State; Harry Mussatto of Illinois
State Normal over Gene Peterson,
of Illinois, one up; Geo1·ge Big~
ham, Oklahoma Aggies, over
Bailey Glenn of Duke, one up in
19; Gene Coulter of Purdue over
Tom Veech of Notre Dame, one
up; Roy McKenzie of North Carolina over Wayne Speegle of Oklahoma, one up in 19.
John Owens of Kentucky beat
Thomas Hanson of Utah, three
and two; Dick Yost of Oregon
State beat John Knosher of Stanford, two up; George Dayiantis of
Illinois over Don Janual"'J. of
North Texas, four and three; Ron
Clark of Oregon ovet• Art Deak of
Ohio State, three and two; Bob
Crozier of Stanford ovei' Eddie
Griffiths of Indiana, seven and
five.
Daye Laflin of Purdue over Robert Crabb . of Colorado College,
four and two; Sonny Harris of
Wake Forest over Dave Logan of
lllinois, one up; Bob Ha1·e of Kan•
sas over Frank Eckert of North
Carolina, one up in 20; E. J, Rogers of Oklahoma over Tom Nieporte of Ohio State, six and five;
and Joseph Bala of Canisius over
Bud Worsham of Wake Forest,
two and orte.

•

